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1) This thread will breakdown source material between America’s top scientists

and health officials @NIH , recently made available via FOIA.  

Thanks to @Jim_Jordan and @JamesComer , we have the emails sent to Fauci and

Collins pertaining to C19 origin. republicans-oversight.house.gov/wp-

content/upl…

2) Dr. Mike Farzan, Discoverer of SARS receptor, Harvard Medical, Immunology and Microbiology at University

of Florida. 

His initial assessment of C-19: 

-furin site is unnatural and likely man made 

-furin site manipulation enabled human adaption and transmission
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3) Dr. Bob Garry, Microbiology Professor for Biomedical at Tulane.  

-“I really can’t think of a plausible natural scenario” 

-I just can’t figure out how this gets accomplished in nature” 

-introduction of the amino acids/ nucleotides introduction created GoF in humans
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4) In response to the experts above, Dr. Francis Collins, Director of @NIH , (government official) responded with: 

-“I am coming around to the view that natural origin is more likely” despite the evidence 

-We have to say it’s natural or conspiracy theorists will harm science

5) Director of @NIH said we shouldn’t admit the virus was man made or the conspiracists might think we are up

to something.  

When they were literally genetically modifying bat coronaviruses to gain lethality and transmissibility in humans.

In China… 

Opinion | How Fauci and Collins Shut Down Covid Debate
They worked with the media to trash the Great Barrington Declaration.

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.wsj.com/amp/articles/fauci-collins-emails-great-barrington-declaration-covid-pandemic-loc…

6) Dr. Andrew Rambaut, Evolutionary Biologist and Professor of Molecular Evolution at University if Edinburg. 

-“unusual furin cleavage site” suggesting C19 was created 

-can’t confirm natural occurrence without evidence 

-should defer to experts working with the virus in Wuhan

7) Dr. Ron Fouchier, Deputy Head of Viroscience at Erasmus MC.  

-“discussion on possible origin of C19 would be of much interest” 

-But we shouldn’t worry about it because the scientific community has more important things going on and “WHO

and other stakeholders are present”
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8) Dr. Ron Fouchier says the quiet part out loud, and says we shouldn’t have a discussion on the origin of covid,

because the WHO and STAKEHOLDERS are present?! 

Actively suppressed the origin of the virus to protect, their own asses and the confidence in science in CHINA?! 

9) Dr. Edward Holmes, Evolutionary Biologist and Virologist Fudan Univetsity, Shanghai. 

Dr. Jeremy Farrar, Professor of Tropical Medicine, Oxford.  

- Holmes leaning on the lab leak origin “60-40” based on the evidence 

-Farrar declares he is “50-50”
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10) All of the communications shown above happened in Feb 2020. The following email from @NIH Director

Collins 2 months later in April. 

-the lab leak reality is harmful to our image, and it’s growing in momentum due to the evidence 

-how can we help make the truth go away?

11) And the final response from Fauci in regards to the growing theory that the virus came from the Wuhan Lab

(which we now have proof that it did and Fauci knew about it.)  

-this is a “shiny object” the sheep will forget in time. Just keep lying to them and they won’t notice.

12) In summary: 

World’s top virologists and evolutionary biologists suggest lab leak due to molecular composition of C19

suggesting clear human modification. 

The @NIH and Fauci ignored the world’s top scientists in fear that if the public knew the truth, we wouldn’t trust

them. 

13) Fauci claims he “represents science”, but actively ignored and suppressed the assessments of the world’s

expert scientists to lie to the public, cover for the @NIH their stakeholders, and the @WHO  

Those are the facts. Now it’s time to act. #ExposeFauci #Revolution 

• • •
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